Blank Space

Slight Swing Feel

[Intro]

Blank Space

(Electronic Drum Sound 1)

(sound 2)  (sound 3)  (Hi-Hat or Electronic Shaker)

(Bass)

(Bass)

(Bass)

[Verse]

Nice to meet you, Where you been?

New money, suit and tie...

[Pre-Chorus]

So it's gonna be forever...

(Leave out Hi-Hat 8th notes to simplify)

[Chorus]

Cause we're young and we're reckless...

(Leave out Hi-Hat 8th notes to simplify)
VERSE 2
Cherry lips, Crystal skies...

Screaming, crying, perfect storms...

PRE-CHORUS
So it's gonna be forever...

CHORUS
Cause we're young and we're reckless...
Boys only want love if it's torture...

So it's gonna be forever...

Cause we're young and we're reckless...

Fade Out